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Wildlife pond near Gid Lane, Upper Froyle 

Introduction 

The aim is to increase local biodiversity with a new pond plus adjacent terrestrial 

habitat of long grass and wildflowers.  Many species are likely to benefit including 

amphibians and reptiles.  Local community support is shown by the questionnaire for 

Froyle Parish Plan (http://communityplanning.froyle.com/ published in 2013) which 

listed wildlife project ideas on page 30.  These included creating a village wildlife 

pond (supported by 118 residents) and creating an area for wildflowers (supported 

by 161 residents). 

The site is owned by Nicolas James Group who re-developed the former Treloars 

College at Froyle Park and the parkland is currently managed by Harbour Hotels.  

This project has funding from Section 106 Developer contributions for Treloar 

College Application 20107/061/FUL, an extract from EHDC planning committee 25 

April 2013 stated ‘£20,000 towards the construction of ponds to promote biodiversity 

within Froyle Park estate’. 

The location has been visited by two wildlife pond experts and is considered as 

suitable; Sarah Lynes, Land Advice Projects Officer from HWT (Hampshire Wildlife 

Trust) in December 2012 and John Buckley, Amphibian Conservation Officer from 

ARC (Amphibian and Reptile Conservation Trust) in October 2014. 

 

The Site 

Located in a field to south of Gid Lane, the site is centred at OS grid reference 

SU76024302.  The area is currently short grazed parkland and gently slopes down to 

Ryebridge stream which has a seasonal flow into the River Wey.  Two public 

footpaths run adjacent to the site, Hampshire Right of Way footpath numbers 12 and 

13. Four photographs taken in the vicinity are included in the Appendix. The site is 

outside the Upper Froyle Consevation Area. 

The site is sufficiently close to existing water bodies for natural colonisation to occur. 

Within 400m is School Pond (also known as the Dew Pond) OS map reference 

SU75654296 and a garden pond at Park Edge.  School Pond has been recorded as 

a breeding pond for Great Crested Newts (reference Amphibian and Reptile 

Conservation, report on The Dew Pond at Upper Froyle, 7th October 2010).  Prior to 

the construction phase at the Froyle Park development, 41 Great Crested Newts 

were translocated to School Pond, (reference EPR report page 2, Validation of 

ecological works –planning permission 20107/061, 21st November 2014). 

There are two buried pipes that go through the area, a 24” gas pipeline running 

north-south from the nearby Southern Gas Networks pressure reducing station and a 

foul water sewer running to the nearby Thames Water sewage pumping station.   

http://communityplanning.froyle.com/
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The proposals 

The site of approximately 40mx60m in size will have stock proof fencing and a gate 

opening into the adjacent grazed parkland.  Within the site, the pond is located to 

avoid buried pipes and to avoid disturbance of tree roots, -there is an adjacent row of 

Lime trees to the north.  The pond will have an irregular shape and approximate 

dimensions; 300m2 area, 25m length by 15m width and 1.5m maximum depth. 

The pond liner will be protected from accidental puncture by layers above and below 

and will be covered by at least 0.3m of nutrient poor soil.  In the proposed pond area 

pilot holes up to 1.1m deep were dug in October 2014 and retained no water when 

checked on 28th November 2014 after intervening wet weather. 

Soil removed for the pond hole will be kept on site and used to raise the height of 

lower areas by approximately 0.3m.  Top soil will be put into a temporary pile for 

spreading later over the ground area raised by dug out sub-soil. 

The pond will be fed by surface water and rain. It is expected that a seasonal 

drawdown of 0.5m in depth of water will occur naturally and there is no intention to 

top up water levels should there be a summer of drought.  The pond will be allowed 

to colonise naturally over several years, hence there will be no pond plantings.  The 

intention is that no fish will be introduced and dogs will not be allowed in the pond. 

The ground area will be sown with tussocky grass, wildflower meadow and wet 

meadow seed mixes.  Examples of the native seed from Emorsgate Seeds are EG8 

Tussock grass mixture, EM5 meadow mixture and EM8 meadow mixture for 

wetlands.  The grassy areas will be maintained by sheep grazing in winter months, 

accessible by opening the field gate and also by occasional selective cutting in the 

summer.  Vegetation around part of the pond perimeter will be kept long.  To 

encourage amphibians and insects a log pile and hibernacula will be added.  

A local group (Froyle Nature Conservation Group) intends to informally monitor and 

record wildlife species present in the area in successive years.  There will be 

permissive access to the site for quiet enjoyment from Hampshire Right of Way 

footpath number 12, near OS grid reference SU76064299.  An information sign will 

provide visitors with a description of the wildlife pond. 

 

Barry Clark, 9th September 2015. 

Froyle Nature Conservation Group, www.froylewildlife.co.uk. 

  

http://www.froylewildlife.co.uk/
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Appendix of photographs 

The four images were taken on 6th Sept 2015 and show the grazed parkland in the 

vicinity of the proposed wildlife pond area. 

View from public footpath number 12 at OS grid reference SU76074299 looking west 

 

 

View from parkland at OS grid reference SU75974296 looking north-east 
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View from parkland at OS grid reference SU75954301 looking east. 

 

 

View from public footpath number 13 at OS grid ref SU75974304 looking south-east. 

 

 


